PPBC Minutes for 1/21/14

Present: Edoh Amiran, Alejandro Acevedo-Gutierrez, Bob Mitchell, Amanda Murphy, Phil Nelson, Arunas Oslapas, David Patrick, Takele Seda, Jeff Young.

Approved the 1/14/14 minutes.

Discussed how to evaluate decision packages. Decided to rank as high, medium or low. Chair will draft a memo to Dean Wright with comments and ranking. Decision packages to be evaluated on 1/28/14.

Discussed proposal for new section of COPEP. The proposal will be updated and e-mailed to the membership for more discussion at a future meeting.

Discussed what issues to bring up at PPBC for the rest of the quarter. Possible issues include:

- student code of conduct in labs
- Science and technical services and how they relate to the college computer support group, how to guarantee UNIX services
- hiring

Respectfully submitted, Phil Nelson